
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho   (FRESHMEN)   

Study Guide Questions 

1. What is the role of dreams in the novel as a whole and in specific characters’ lives? 

Describe and cite some specific examples from the novel that illustrate the role of 

dreams. 

2. What effect does love have on Santiago’s journey? Describe and cite some specific 

examples from the novel that illustrate love's impact on Santiago's journey. 

3. How does the concept of fate impact the novel as a whole and specific characters? 

Describe and cite some specific examples from the novel that illustrate the impact of 

fate. 

4. Define and describe the universal language. Describe and cite some specific examples 

from the novel that illustrate the universal language. 

5. Define and describe a personal legend. Describe and cite some specific examples from 

the novel that illustrate the concept of a personal legend. 

6. How does the novel conclude? What is the overall importance and significance of the 

ending? 

 

 

Fences by August Wilson   (SOPHOMORES)  

Study Guide Questions 

1. How does Troy feel he has been "fenced in" due to his race and economic status? 

2. How has Troy "fenced in" many around him? 

3. Why is the name of "Rose" appropriate for her character, given what we learn about her 

throughout the play? 

4. Explore the sports metaphors used throughout the work as a means of capturing the 

developing relationship between Troy and his son. 

5. Storytelling is embedded in African American culture. How is Troy an epic yarn spinner? 

And how do his stories elevate his status as well as foreshadow his future? 

6. What is Gabriel's purpose in the play? Is his character symbolic in any way? If so, of 

what? 

7. Is Troy a good father to Cory in the play? Why or why not?  

8. Is Troy a good husband to Rose in the play? Why or why not?  

9. How does Troy's treatment of Cory and Rose in the early scenes of the play affect 

events in later scenes?  

10. How have events from Troy's past influenced the man he has become? Explain. 

 

 

Plainsong by Kent Haruf   (JUNIORS)  

Study Guide Questions 

1. How does the novel’s setting -- a harsh, rural landscape in Colorado -- affect characters 

like the McPherons? How does it affect their personalities? How does it affect their daily 

lives? 



2. Even though they may not seem to be typical heroes, how are Guthrie and Victoria 

Robideaux the most heroic characters in the story? Give examples from specific 

moments in the novel. 

3. Why are Russell Beckman and his parents the least admirable characters in the story? 

What character traits make them such unattractive people?   

4. What is the purpose of Mrs. Stearns in the story? How does she help Ike and Bobby? 

What other purpose does she serve, in terms of their maturity and development? 

5. Loneliness seems to be a reality for many of the characters in this book. Which 

characters strike you as lonely in the novel, and why? Are they able to find relief from 

their loneliness or not? If so, how? 

 

 

 

 


